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This paper proposes that risk aversion encourages individuals to invest in balanced skill 
profiles, making them more likely to become entrepreneurs. By not having taken this possible 
linkage into account, previous research has underestimated the impacts both of risk aversion 
and balanced skills on the likelihood individuals choose entrepreneurship. Data on Dutch 
university graduates provides evidence which supports this contention. It thereby raises the 
possibility that even risk-averse people might be suited to entrepreneurship; and it may also 
help explain why prior research has generated mixed evidence about the effects of risk 
aversion on selection into entrepreneurship. 
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1 IntrodutionTwo of the most in�uential theories of individual seletion into entrepreneurship are basedon the onepts of risk aversion, RA (Kihlstrom & La�ont, 1979), and balaned skills,BS (Lazear, 2005). Spei�ally, if entrepreneurship is a more risky oupation than paid-employment, and if individuals vary in their aversion to risk, then it follows that the leastrisk-averse people are most likely to beome the entrepreneurs (Kihlstrom & La�ont, 1979).Moreover, beause entrepreneurship requires expertise in a variety of roles while paid-employment rewards speialists, people with balaned skills are most likely to beomeentrepreneurs as well (Lazear, 2005).Despite the prominene and ontinued in�uene of the RA and BS theories, the evidene forthem is deidedly mixed. For example, many psyhology-based studies have failed to detetany di�erene between entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs in terms of their risk attitudes(Brokhaus, 1980; Shaver & Sott, 1991). Meta-analyses of risk aversion and entrepreneurialseletion have also generated on�iting results (Stewart & Roth, 1991; Miner & Raju,2004), with Miner & Raju (2004) onluding that the available evidene about the validityof the RA theory is inonlusive. Eonomis-based studies have also generated mixed�ndings (Åstebro et al, 2012). While some researh suggests that entrepreneurs are indeedtypially less risk-averse than employees (Cramer et al, 2002; Brown et al, 2011), othershave reported insigni�ant di�erenes between these groups (Barsky et al, 1997; Parker,2008). And while several studies have measured balaned skills in terms of the number ofprior job roles, and have generated evidene onsistent with the BS theory (Lazear, 2005;Wagner, 2006; Hartog et al, 2010; Åstebro & Thompson, 2011), the robustness of theseresults has been alled into question (Silva, 2007).While RA and BS remain popular and in�uential theories, not least beause of their per-suasive and attrative internal logis, their lak of lear empirial support raises severaltroubling questions. For example, does the inonlusive evidene about the role of riskaversion mean that any di�erenes of this sort do not a�et oupational hoie on net,perhaps beause other fators dominate this hoie (or beause paid-employment is alsorisky: Parker, 1997)? Likewise, have the estimates of skill balane been weakened by usinga �awed proxy, namely the number of prior job roles � or are they atually a mirage,masquerading as hard-to-measure personal abilities (Silva, 2007; Hartog et al, 2010), or2



preferenes suh as a `taste for variety' (Åstebro & Thompson, 2011)? Laking answers tothese questions, our knowledge about reasons why people beome entrepreneurs is boundto remain limited.This paper proposes a di�erent argument whih may shed light on this issue. Spei�ally,we propose that balaned skills and risk aversion are not the independent onstruts whihprevious researh has taken them for. Given evidene that risk-averse ators like to diver-sify their human apital (e.g. Amihud & Lev, 1981), one might expet highly speializedemployees to be left with few ompetitive options if returns from speialism suddenly be-ome less valuable in fast-hanging, unertain environments (Abernathy & Wayne, 1974).Then risk-averse individuals who fear the loss of �exibility assoiated with highly speial-ized human apital may respond by diversifying their human apital investments. As aresult, risk-averse people ould ironially end up aquiring the balaned skill sets whih, itis argued, are espeially onduive to entrepreneurship.As well as being of interest in its own right, the possibility that risk aversion and balanedskills are positively related implies, as we go on to show, that empirial studies (whihhave ignored this interdependene hitherto) are prone to have underestimated both of theirimpats on entrepreneurial seletion. In priniple, this point might help to explain the weakand mixed body of evidene pertaining to the RA and BS theories.The paper makes the following ontributions. First, it extends our theoretial understand-ing of entrepreneurship as an oupational hoie by proposing a novel assoiation betweenthe two hitherto separate onepts of risk aversion and balaned skills. Our simple formu-lation extends the theory of BS from a ertain environment (as in Lazear, 2005) to a riskyone. Risk is present in both oupations; and the aquisition of balaned skills is treated asa hoie variable, rather than being taken as given as in previous work. Seond, our theo-rizing proposes a riher empirial spei�ation, whih is estimated using a sample of reentgraduates from universities in the Netherlands. The dataset has two attrative properties.One is that, in line with our theory, the survey respondents are homogeneous in terms oftheir eduation levels and labor market experiene. The other is that, onsistent with ourtheory, skills balane is measured prior to when oupational hoies were observed, therebyavoiding problems of reverse ausality. Furthermore, we depart from the onventional pra-tie of proxying skills balane by the variety of prior labor market experiene, whih maybe assoiated with unobserved abilities (Silva, 2007). Instead we propose a novel measure3



based on the observed multi-industry versatility of degree majors as well as on the spread ofindividual-level sholasti skills (whose levels we also ontrol for). Third, the paper makesa further ontribution by providing a platform for re-evaluating mixed prior evidene fromtests of the RA and BS theories.2 The modelThere are two oupations, paid employment (P) and entrepreneurship (E), and two skillswhih generate returns in both oupations, x1 and x2. To abstrat from issues of aggregateskill aquisition, whih is not of interest here, assume that every agent obtains a unitendowment of total skill. This allows us to use the more ompat notation x1 = x and
x2 = 1− x hereafter. In E, both skills are needed for any output to be produed, whereasin P, workers an speialize in one skill. People speialize if they hoose x∗ = 1 or x∗ = 0.If 0 < x∗ < 1 they hoose some mixture of skills. The prodution tehnology whih maps
x and 1− x into returns di�ers in eah oupation, as desribed below.The timing of events in the model is as follows. Individuals (students) �rst undergo shool-ing, at whih point x is determined. Students are unertain about their idiosynrati abilityin both oupations, as well as future stohasti returns given those abilities. There aretherefore two soures of risk, whih will hereafter be onnoted by `idiosynrati' and `mar-ket' risk. Students hoose x ex ante, i.e. before having any idea whih oupation theywill enter after leaving shool. Instead, their hoie is prediated on expetations about thedistribution of oupational returns as explained below. After hoosing their x (whih thenbeomes �xed), students graduate and enter the workfore. At this point their abilities inthe two oupations are revealed. Thus their idiosynrati risk is resolved, but their marketrisk remains. They then make their ex post oupational hoie given their x. Therefore,ex ante hoies of x are not orrelated with subsequent ex post oupational hoies � animportant feature of the model whih bears on the empirial strategy adopted in Setion 3below.In the following, we �rst outline our model for the ase of ertainty. This is the ase analyzedby Lazear (2005) and others. We then extend the analysis to the ase of risk, analyzingthe problem of maximizing ex ante expeted utility and hoosing x. Finally, we analyze expost oupational hoies. 4



Certainty. Suppose speialization in x = 1 yields the return ω1 in P while speializationin x = 0 yields return ω2 in P. Aording to Lazear (2005), yP = max{x, 1 − x}, soworkers do best speializing in one skill or the other. In E, Lazear's return funtion is
yE = min{x, 1 − x}, so entrepreneurs do best if they have balaned skills: x = 1

2
.For tratability, we will use generalized versions of Lazear's spei�ations whih do notpredetermine speialization hoies by assumption � and, more importantly, whih enablethe model to be extended tratably to deal with the ase of risk. We will �rst show thatour spei�ations generate the same results in the ase of ertainty. Our spei�ations ofthe returns in eah oupation are:

yP (x) = ω1x+ ω2(1− x) (1)
yE(x) = θx(1− x) . (2)In the benhmark ase of ertainty onsidered by Lazear (2005), all parameters in the set

Ω := {ω1 , ω2 , θ} are positive. It follows immediately that workers do best with x = 1if ω1 > ω2 and with x = 0 if ω1 < ω2 (either solution is equally good if ω1 = ω2). En-trepreneurs do best with x = 1

2
. Hene employees speialize in one skill while entrepreneurshave balaned skills. Provided θ > 4max{ω1, ω2}, individuals with balaned skills do bestin E, whereas those possessing speialized skills do best in P. These preditions mirrorLazear's.Risk. Now we move into more novel territory by examining the roles of risk and riskpreferenes. Consider the standard utility funtion

U(y) = −e−λy , λ > 0 (3)where λ is the oe�ient of absolute risk aversion (ARA). To introdue idiosynrati andmarket risk, make Ω stohasti, with ω1 ∼ N(µ1, σ
P + φ), ω2 ∼ N(µ2, σ

P + φ) and θ ∼

N(m,σE+ψ) ex ante.1 All agents are assumed to know the parameters of all of these normaldistributions ex ante, whih all have positive means and varianes. Here, φ and ψ apturemarket risk, whih is never resolved and annot be insured against. The σ omponentsof variane apture idiosynrati risk (i.e. unertainty about abilities), whih is resolvedone students graduate and enter the workfore. At this point, individuals' abilities are1Restriting the varianes of ω1 and ω2 to be equal results in no loss of generality for the analysis below.5



revealed, so e.g. individual i knows their mean returns will be (µ1 + a1i) and (µ2 + a2i) inP and (m+ bi) in E. Thus Ω remains stohasti ex post, but now with ω1i ∼ N(µ1+a1i, φ),
ω2i ∼ N(µ2 + a2i, φ) and θi ∼ N(m + bi, ψ): ∀i. All individuals use this informationidentially to alulate ex ante expeted utility as

max
x

{sEU(yP ) + (1− s)EU(yE)} . (4)The weights s and 1 − s are the observable workfore shares in P and E, respetively.Individuals use this to make hoies about x � but not oupational hoie, sine it paysto wait for idiosynrati risk to resolve itself before making that hoie.The following assumption restrits admissible parameter values to ensure internal onsis-teny of the model:Assumption 1 (a) |µ1 − µ2| ≤ λ(φ + σP ). (b) m > λ(ψ + σE)/4. () min{µ1, µ2} >

λ(φ+ σP )/2.Assumption 1(a) is needed to ensure that hoies of x in P derived in (5) below are on�nedto the unit interval. Assumptions 1(b) and 1() ensure that positive mean e�ets dominatenegative variane e�ets in terms of expeted utility in both oupations.As is well known, the ombination of normally distributed payo�s with onstant ARA utility(3) gives rise to simple mean-variane utility expressions (see e.g. Sargent, 1987, 154�55).So, for example, the sub-problem maxxEU(yP ) of (4) is equivalent to
max
x

{

µ1x+ µ2(1− x)− λ(φ+ σP )[x2 + (1− x)2]/2
}The �rst order ondition for this sub-problem yields

x∗ =
1

2
+

µ1 − µ2
2λ(φ+ σP )

. (5)This equation implies that the optimal skill pro�le in P under risk generally di�ers fromthe skill pro�le under ertainty analyzed above. Even if P was the only feasible oupation(s = 1), risk would give all employees some inentives to aquire more balaned skill sets,as an be seen in (5) as (φ + σP ) → ∞. The reason is that, when it is unknown a prioriwhih skill will be most valuable, workers have inentives to hoose a skill pro�le whih6



diversi�es their labor market portfolio.The optimal skill balane for the E sub-problem of (4) is as follows. Write the optimizationsub-problem in E as mh(x) − (mζ/2)[h(x)]2, where h(x) = x(1 − x) and, by Assumption1(b), ζ = λ(ψ + σE)/m < 4. The �rst order ondition for this problem is
h′(x)[1− ζh(x)] = 0 .But h ∈ (0, 1

4
] while ζ < 4, so ζh(x) < 1 and the above �rst order ondition requires h′(x) =

0. This solves for x∗ = 1

2
in E. So introduing risk into E does not a�et the inentives toobtain balaned skills in that oupation. We an now state the �rst proposition:Proposition 1 Greater risk aversion is assoiated with a more balaned skill pro�le exeptfor the speial ase where returns to the two skills in P are idential.Proof. When µ1 6= µ2, (5) an be di�erentiated to obtain ∂|x∗− 1

2
|/∂λ < 0. Hene greaterrisk aversion is assoiated with a more balaned skill pro�le. When µ1 = µ2, (5) implies

x∗ = 1

2
irrespetive of λ � as in oupation E.Naturally, agents' unertainty about whih oupation they will eventually hoose providesanother motive for obtaining skill balane. Computing the solution to the full ex anteproblem (4) yields an optimal ex ante skill balane hoie of x∗ = 1

2
+ s∆, where2

∆ := (µ1 − µ2)/2λ(φ + σP ) .We an now analyze the ex post oupational hoie problem. One the values of a1, a2 and
b are revealed, eah individual is able to make their oupational hoie under onditions ofmarket risk and onditional on x∗. Consider for example individuals who fae mean returns
µ̃1 := µ1 + ã1 and µ̃2 := µ2 + ã2 in P and mean return m̃ := m+ b̃ in E. To ensure that Eis a non-empty oupation in equilibrium, we need a ondition to ensure that mean returnsin E are su�iently high:2Stritly interpreted, the model predits the same x∗ for everyone. This outome is easily generalized byextending the model to allow people to have heterogeneous erroneous knowledge about, e.g., µ1, µ2 and/or
m. A key assumption for the empirial analysis would then have to be that these errors are unorrelatedwith subsequent oupational hoies. 7



Assumption 2
m̃ >

λψ

8
+ 4µ̃1

(

1

2
+ ∆

)

+ 4µ̃2

(

1

2
−∆

)

− 2λφ

[

(

1

2
+ ∆

)2

+

(

1

2
−∆

)2
]where ∆̃ := (µ̃1 − µ̃2)/2λ(φ + σP ).We an now state the next proposition:Proposition 2 All else equal, an individual with a more balaned skill pro�le is more likelythan an individual with a less balaned skill pro�le to hoose oupation E over P.Proof. Denote by x̂ the values of x whih make individuals indi�erent between P and E:

µ̃1x̂+ µ̃2(1− x̂) − λφ
[

x̂2 + (1− x̂)2
]

/2

= m̃x̂(1− x̂)− λψx̂2(1− x̂)2/2 (6)By Assumptions 1() and 1(b), the LHS of (6) is monotoni in x while the RHS is a ∩-shaped quadrati in x, with its maximum at one half. By Assumption 2 the LHS and RHSinterset. Hene there are two solutions to (6), denoted by (x̂1, x̂2). Everyone with ex antehoies x∗ < x̂1 or x∗ > x̂2 hooses P while everyone with x̂1 ≤ x∗ ≤ x̂2 hooses E. Henemore balaned skills are assoiated with the hoie of E over P in an oupational hoieequilibrium.Proposition 2 shows that Lazear's well-known oupational hoie result extends to the newdomain of risky returns in paid employment and entrepreneurship.Finally, we examine the e�ets of risk aversion on oupational hoie. Changes in λ have`diret' and `indiret' e�ets on oupational hoie. The diret e�et relates to risk averters'dislike of payo� variane in both oupations. The indiret e�et relates to the impat onskill pro�les (Proposition 1) whih a�et mean returns. The following proposition statesthe main result:Proposition 3 (a) The diret e�et of risk aversion on oupational hoie is ambiguousin general; a neessary ondition for greater risk aversion to promote P over E is ψ >8



8φ. (b) The indiret e�et of greater risk aversion unambiguously inreases the number ofentrepreneurs.Proof. (a) Let z∗|x∗ be the di�erene in expeted utility in E relative to P, onditional on
x∗:
z∗|x∗ = m̃x∗(1− x∗) +

λ

2

[

φ(x∗2 + (1− x∗)2)− ψx∗2(1− x∗)2
]

− µ̃1x
∗ − µ̃2(1− x∗) . (7)The diret e�ets of risk aversion are given by

dz∗/dλ = [φ(x∗2 + (1− x∗)2)− ψx∗2(1− x∗)2]/2 .This derivative is only ertain to be negative if ψ is su�iently large relative to φ, i.e. if
ψ

φ
>
x∗2 + (1− x∗)2

x∗2(1− x∗)2
.In E, x∗ = 1

2
so ψ > 8φ is the neessary ondition. In P, x∗ 6= 1

2
so the ψ/φ ratio must begreater still. Hene the ondition ψ > 8φ is neessary (but not su�ient) for an inrease in

λ to have a negative diret e�et on inentives to hoose E over P.(b) Proposition 1 established that the indiret e�et of greater λ on balaned skills in Pis positive. Hene by Proposition 2, more employees prefer E to P. At the same time, thesolution x∗ = 1

2
in E is invariant to λ (i.e. a greater λ dereases the height of the quadratireturn funtion in E without a�eting its skew). Sine an inrease in λ shifts individualsfrom P to E, the total number of entrepreneurs inreases.Proposition 3 shows that balaned skills have subtle impliations for the e�ets of riskaversion on ex post oupational hoie. On the one hand, when risk is present in both o-upations the diret e�ets of risk aversion beome ambiguous in priniple (see also Parker,1997). However, su�iently pronouned inome risk in entrepreneurship relative to paidemployment predisposes risk-averse people to hoose paid-employment over entrepreneur-ship. On the other hand, beause greater risk aversion enourages people to aquire morebalaned skill sets ex ante, and beause balaned skills are more valuable in entrepreneur-ship ex post, greater risk aversion also serves to make entrepreneurship more attrativerelative to paid employment through the indiret balaned skills hannel. An empirial9



analysis of risk aversion and balaned skills in entrepreneurship needs to take aount ofthese distint mehanisms.3 Empirial Methodology and data3.1 Empirial methodologyEmpirial analyses of entrepreneurship as an oupational hoie usually run regressionswhih inlude either risk aversion or balaned skills variables, but not both. Below, we�rst outline the impliations for tests of the RA and BS theories when one or other ofthe variables measuring risk aversion or balaned skills is omitted. We also explain ourempirial strategy for testing the Propositions developed in the previous setion when bothvariables are present.Consider the following equation to be estimated using a sample of individuals i:
z∗i = β0 + β1λi + β2SBi + β3Xi + ui i = 1, . . . , n (8)where z∗i is a latent variable underlying a binary oupational hoie variable [see (7) in theproof of Proposition 3℄ suh that
zi =

{

1 if ihooses entrepreneurship: z∗i > 0

0 if ihooses paid employment: z∗i ≤ 0
(9)Here λi and SBi are individual-level measures of risk aversion and skill balane, respe-tively; Xi are a set of orthogonal ontrol variables and ui is a disturbane term. Aordingto Proposition 1, λi and BSi are diretly related; let γ > 0 denote the oe�ient of pro-portionality.In terms of (8), Proposition 2 predits β2 > 0, while Proposition 3(a) predits β1 is ambigu-ous in priniple though negative if entrepreneurship is muh riskier than paid employment.Hereafter, suppose β1 < 0, in aordane with the RA theory of Kihlstrom and La�ont(1979) (who ignored risk in P). Given these preditions, we an now dedue the bias thatwill our if λi or SBi are omitted from (8). First onsider the ase where SBi is omitted.Then a standard result in eonometris (e.g. Greene, 2003) is that the bias from estimating10



β1 is γβ2 � whih is positive. Hene estimates of the risk aversion e�et on hoie forentrepreneurship will be upward biased, i.e. biased towards zero if β1 < 0. This mightexplain why some studies whih analyzed only risk aversion and not balaned skills foundsmall or insigni�ant e�ets of risk aversion on entrepreneurial seletion.Seond, onsider the ase where λi is omitted. Now the bias from estimating β2 is γβ1,whih is negative if β1 < 0. Hene estimates of the balaned skills e�et on hoie forentrepreneurship will be downward biased, i.e. biased towards zero. Likewise, it is possiblethat this might explain why studies whih analyzed only balaned skills and not risk aversiondeteted only small or insigni�ant e�ets of balaned skills on entrepreneurial seletion.Our empirial strategy is as follows. First, we examine whether SBi and λi are positivelyrelated by using OLS to estimate γ in a regression of SBi on λi. This tests Proposition 1.Seond, we estimate the e�ets of SBi and λi by applying probit methods to (8) & (9). Thistests Propositions 2 and 3(a). In eah of these ases, we also take aount of the possibilitythat skill balane and unobservables a�eting oupational hoies are more similar withindegree �elds than between them. We do so by additionally reporting lustered standarderrors by degree �eld j (j = 40). And, we also provide estimates using robust estimationtehniques to orret for heteroskedastiity.Third, we statistially test the biases predited above, whih an be summarized as β1 <
[β1|β2 = 0] and β2 > [β2|β1 = 0]. This tests Proposition 3(b). Taking the ase of
β1 < [β1|β2 = 0] �rst, there are two steps to performing the test. First, (8) is estimatedtwie using Seemingly Unrelated Estimation. The �rst estimation inludes SB and the se-ond exludes it. This generates two sets of parameters and variane-ovariane matries.3Seond, a Chi-squared statisti is omputed and a test is performed to determine whetherthe di�erenes between the two estimates of β1 � the �rst of whih left β2 unrestritedand the seond of whih restrited it to zero � is statistially signi�ant (see Clogg et al,1995, for details). Finally, for the ase β2 > [β2|β1 = 0] this proedure is then repeated�rst inluding and then exluding λ at the �rst step.The theoretial model was strutured suh that SB was determined ex ante and indepen-dently from oupational hoie ex post. As a result, SB is exogenous in the theoretialset up. This reason alone is su�ient not to adopt the alternative empirial approah of3The suest routine implements this proedure in STATA: see Weesie (1999).11



Instrumental Variable (IV) estimation of (8) and (9). Were IV to be used, SBi would berelated to λi and some other variables. IV would require valid identifying instruments,i.e., fators that a�et the hoie for investing in balaned skills but not the hoie of en-trepreneurship. Our dataset does not inlude variables that would qualify as identifyinginstruments in any ase. By not using IV estimation we impliitly assume (in line with ourmodel) that the investment in balaned skills is not a�eted by the prospet of a futureoupational hoie. This assumption does not seem implausible given that our measure ofskills balane is based on hoies of hildren between 12 and 18 years of age.3.2 Data3.2.1 SampleSine 1999, the Duth researh institute SEO, in ollaboration with the prominent weeklymagazine 'Elsevier', has administered an annual survey designed to measure labor marketprospets of reent graduates aross olleges and universities in the Netherlands. Respon-dents �ll out extensive questionnaires (two January's after graduation) about their tertiaryeduation majors and seondary shool grades. Respondents also provide information abouttheir demographi bakgrounds, urrent labor market situations, oupational status (e.g.unemployed, self-employed, wage-employed), and inomes. Beause a measure of risk aver-sion was obtained only in the January 2004 interviews, we use data from that survey. The�nal sample omprises 3,002 respondents who graduated in 2002 with a Master's degreeand who were working as paid employed or self-employed in January 2004.An advantage of these data is that, onsistent with the theory expounded in the previoussetion, the survey respondents are homogeneous in terms of eduation level and labormarket experiene. They di�er however in terms of their investments in balaned skills.Moreover, the data are rih enough to measure balaned skills in two distint ways, asexplained below. Cruially, the hoies giving rise to both measures ofBSi were made beforeany labor market partiipation deisions, thereby avoiding problems of reverse ausality.
12



3.2.2 VariablesOupational hoie: self-employment versus wage employment. Consistent withthe data, we operationalize entrepreneurship as self-employment, and use as the dependentvariable an indiator variable taking the value one if the respondent is self-employed andzero if they are wage employed. Despite its widespread use in parts of the entrepreneurshipliterature, espeially in studies (suh as this one) whih emphasize oupational hoie inlabor markets, self-employment has been ritiized for inluding numerous `asual' and lowvalue-added businesses (Elfenbein et al, 2010). Similar to Elfenbein et al (2010), however,the present sample attenuates this problem to some extent by sampling only relativelyhighly-eduated Master's graduates from the fourteen universities in the Netherlands. Re-�eting the valuable human apital of this group, we believe that higher-value types of self-employment are likely to predominate in the sample. We aknowledge that self-employmentmay still be regarded as a questionable measure of entrepreneurship, despite the number ofsholars who utilize it, inluding in the management �eld (Elfenbein et al, 2010; Folta etal, 2010; Nanda & Sørensen, 2010; Åstebro et al, 2012).Aording to Table 1, only 2.8 per ent of the sample was self-employed at the time ofthe 2004 survey. Low rates of self-employment among reent graduates are ommonplae(Dolton and Makepeae, 1990), owing to insu�ient time for reent graduates to aumulatethe �nanial and soial apital needed to make a suess of self-employment.< Insert Table 1 around here >Risk attitude. Respondents were asked to value partiipation in a hypothetial lotterypaying out 1, 000 euros with a 10 perent hane of suess. The reservation prie (p) forpartiipating in suh a hypothetial lottery has been shown to be a valid (inverse) indiatorof risk aversion and behavior under risk (see Barsky et al, 1997; Cramer et al., 2002; Dohmenet al., 2012). Risk neutrality would imply a reservation prie of 100 and risk aversion a priebelow 100. We measure risk aversion as λ = 100 − p. The average sore on this measureof risk aversion is 75.0 (with a standard deviation of 21.5), see Table 1. Furthermore, theaverage value of λ in the subset of self-employed is signi�antly lower than in the subset ofemployees (λ = 67.4 versus λ = 75.3, p < 0.01) � in line with earlier appliations (Cramer13



et al, 2002).Skill balane. Our objetive is to measure hoies of skill balane prior to the aquisi-tion of labor market experiene by sample respondents. Our skill balane variable (SB)is omputed as the produt of two underlying measures. The �rst underlying measure,`Generality', aptures the variety of industries that a given degree major is observed tobe used in. It therefore aptures an `external', usage-based aspet of skill versatility. Theseond underlying measure, `Grade variane', reords the spread of grades that individu-als ahieve aross three di�erent seondary shool ourses. It aptures an `internal', i.e.individual-spei�, aspet of balane of innate skill ompetene.Generality. Some degree majors onfer a skill set whih is useful in a variety of di�erentindustries after graduation, whereas other majors have only a narrow, or speialized, rangeof appliability. We de�ne our Generality measure as the total number of distint industrysetors employing graduates with a given major two years after graduation, saled by thenumber of students graduating with that major. To minimize the impat of outliers, we onlyde�ne this variable for degree �elds with more than thirty graduates in the sample. Data onboth employees and the self-employed were used to onstrut this measure. Appendix TableA1 lists all aademi majors, the numbers of assoiated respondents, values of Generality,and self-employment rates. Majors suh as soiology, applied omputer siene, languagesand ulture have high Generality sores, whereas medial sienes ranks lower. AppendixTable A2 lists the distint industry setors and the number of observations in eah setor.Grade variane. This onstrut measures the variation in grades reeived by respondentswhile in seondary shool. The smaller this variation, the more balaned is a person'sfoundation of learning skills. Grade variane equates to 1 − stdev(α, β, γ), where α =Grade Point Average (GPA) in humanities and languages, β = GPA in hard sienes, and
γ = GPA in behavioral sienes.Skill balane. We multiply `Generality' and `Grade variane' together to obtain a ompositeexplanatory variable, SB. By ombining a measure of skill balane whih varies arossdegree �elds with a measure whih varies aross individuals, SB provides a omprehensiveoverall measure of skill balane. We believe this is more informative than either of theunderlying measures alone. For instane, `Generality' on its own says relatively little aboutskill balane at the individual level, while `Grade variane' on its own does not apture14



the industry ontext and appliability of diverse skills.4 The main tables of results belowwill present results based on SB, although for ompleteness the Appendix will also presentresults obtained for eah of the underlying measures.Control variables Besides the key variables desribed above, we inlude a set of ontrolvariables inluding gender, age (varying from 22 to 29), parental eduation levels (measuredon a 1-5 sale), and ability levels. The latter is measured as mean GPA sores both in se-ondary and in tertiary eduation, expressed on a sale from 1�10, where 6 is deemed a passgrade in the Netherlands. Table 1 presents desriptive statistis and orrelations betweenthe variables. There are no obvious problems of ollinearity. Self-employment is orrelatednegatively with risk aversion and positively with `Generality' (though not with `Grade vari-ane'), while risk aversion is assoiated positively with skill balane. Interestingly, the twomain measures of skill balane are negatively orrelated, suggesting that they are apturingdistint aspets of SB.4 Estimation resultsWe �rst test Proposition 1 by measuring the assoiation between skill balane, SB, andrisk aversion, λ, among employees. Column I of Table 2 presents the results for a `baseline'spei�ation without ontrol variables. It o�ers lear support for the proposition thatpeople who are more risk averse aquire signi�antly more balaned skill sets. These resultsontinue to hold when ontrol variables are inluded and alternative estimation methods,namely robust estimation and lustering, are used (olumns II�IV). The results for the twounderlying SB measures an be found in Appendix Table A3. Aross the board, the resultssupport Proposition 1. < Insert Tables 2 and 3 around here >4Previous measures of balaned skills have emphasized individual level variation, relying heavily onthe number of previous job roles (though Lazear, 2005, also proposed the diversity of subjets studied atollege). Unlike numbers of job roles, our SB variable is not time-varying, so panel data estimation ouldnot be used to ontrol for person-spei� �xed e�ets à lá Silva (2007), even if we had a panel.
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Next, we test Proposition 2 by estimating a probit model of self-employment status. Theresults reported in Table 3 display a signi�ant positive e�et from SB. This supportsProposition 2 and is onsistent with the BS theory (and Åstebro & Thompson's (2011)`taste for variety' argument) � as well as prior empirial �ndings from Lazear (2005),Wagner (2006) and Åstebro and Thompson (2011). The positive assoiation between bal-aned skills and self-employment status hold irrespetive of whether ontrol variables areinluded (spei�ations II and IV) or not (spei�ations I and III). Inluding the risk aver-sion variable, λ, does not hange this result either (ompare spei�ations I and II with IIIand IV). The results ontinue to hold using the underlying measure `Generality', but notusing the underlying measure `Grade variane' (see Appendix Table A4 for details).Table 3 reveals a signi�ant negative assoiation between risk aversion and self-employment.This result is onsistent with both the RA theory and Proposition 3(a) in the presene ofhigh relative levels of entrepreneurial risk. The signi�antly negative assoiation persistsirrespetive of whether we inlude ontrol variables [spei�ations (IV) and (VI)℄ or a mea-sure of balaned skills [spei�ations (III) and (IV)℄. In addition, the same results hold whenthe underlying measures of balaned skills are used instead of SB (see Appendix Table A4).As noted in Setion 2, Proposition 3(b) follows logially from Propositions 1 and 2, bothof whih reeived empirial support above. And as noted in Setion 3, an impliation ofProposition 3(b) is that exluding SB from (8) will inrease the estimate of β1 in thisequation, while exluding λ from (8) will redue the estimate of β2. Inspetion of Table3 indiates that the oe�ients hange in the expeted diretions when these exlusionrestritions are imposed. But are these di�erenes statistially signi�ant? To answer thisquestion, we adopt the testing approah outlined in the previous setion, and report the χ2statistis in Table 4. These results learly show that the expeted biases are statistiallysigni�ant. < Insert Table 4 around here >Finally, if risk aversion has a negative diret, and a positive indiret, e�et on entrepreneur-ship, what is the overall (net) e�et and how does it vary aross sample ases? The estimatednet e�et of risk aversion on entrepreneurship is ertainly negative at the sample mean; butit turns out to be positive for 12 per ent of the sample ases. For these ases, the impat16



of risk aversion on the aquisition of balaned skills is so powerful that it atually turnsrisk aversion into a fore promoting entrepreneurship.5 ConlusionFor the applied researher, aurate estimation of the e�ets of balaned skills and riskaversion is obviously a desirable objetive. This paper has proposed that aurate estima-tion needs to take into aount the possible interdependene between these two onstruts.Suh interdependene is also of interest in its own right. By making the aquisition ofbalaned skills more attrative, risk aversion an even end up as a positive fore promotingentrepreneurship � ontrary to what might be expeted from theories of RA whih ignoreBS arguments.We believe that our arguments and empirial �ndings may ommand interest beyond theommunity of entrepreneurship sholars, inluding among pratitioners and entrepreneurs.Our results reveal, perhaps surprisingly, that some risk-averse people, long deemed inher-ently ill-suited to entrepreneurship, might atually be well-suited to this oupation afterall. This insight ould have impliations for entrepreneurship eduators, who often stressthe `negative' aspets of risk aversion for entrepreneurship without suggesting any positiveaspets. It is also possible that young people under-estimate the future value of aquiringbalaned skills, for instane by disounting the possibility of turning entrepreneur later inlife. Our researh suggests that the aquisition of balaned skills ould be usefully enour-aged at shool and university sine it builds a valuable future option for students.It is also possible that some ultures or environments sueed, either deliberately or oth-erwise, in fostering balaned skills amongst their population, or in hanneling risk aversioninto the aquisition of balaned skills. For instane, formal eduation and orporate man-agement training programs are known to di�er in their emphasis on speialized relative tobalaned skill aquisition. If governments genuinely wish to enourage entrepreneurship,a less speialized shool urriulum might be one indiret, and long-term, way of doingso. Conversely, for �rms onerned about losing employees to entrepreneurship (Hellmann,2007) speialists might be favored over job andidates with balaned skills. Extending thelogi in this paper, one is led to wonder whether there might be other unintuitive indiretrelationships between balaned skills and individuals' preferenes or personality traits. For17



example, people who have a `need for ahievement' may spend a deade and longer in asingle �eld of study in order to attain the requisite expertise (Simon & Gilmartin, 1973).In ontrast, those who have no suh need for ahievement may dabble in whatever inter-ests ome their way, ulminating in a balaned skill pro�le. The same ould be true ofunon�dent people having low expetations of their suess or the rate of return to theirhuman apital. Instead of being Jaks-of-all-Trades, suh individuals might behave morelike Åstebro and Thompson's (2011) `hobos'. It would be interesting to explore how thesepersonality fators interfae with skill aquisition at shool and university, varied job expe-riene afterwards, and also partiipation in entrepreneurship. We leave this issue for futureresearh.To onlude, this paper has proposed a novel linkage between risk aversion and balanedskills whih puts theories of entrepreneurial seletion in a new light. The paper also arriesimpliations for sholars onerned with interpreting the body of evidene on risk aversionand balaned skills theories of entrepreneurship. And �nally, its �ndings should inter-est pratitioners and eduators who seek to promote entrepreneurship as an oupationalhoie.Referenes[1℄ Abernathy, W. J., & Wayne, K. (1974). Limits of the learning urve, Harvard BusinessReview, 52(5), 109�119.[2℄ Amihud, Y., & Lev, B. (1981). Risk redution as a managerial motive for onglomeratemergers, Bell Journal of Eonomis, 12, 605�617.[3℄ Åstebro, T., & Thompson, P. (2011). Entrepreneurs: Jaks of all trades or hobos?,Researh Poliy, 40, 637�649.[4℄ Åstebro, T., Chen, J. & Thompson, P. (2012). Stars and mis�ts: a theory of oupa-tional hoie, Management Siene, forthoming.[5℄ Barsky, R. B., Juster, F. T., Kimball, M. S., & Shapiro, M. D. (1997). Prefereneparameters and behavioral heterogeneity: An experimental approah in the healthand retirement study, Quarterly Journal of Eonomis, 537�579.[6℄ Brokhaus, R. H. (1980). Risk taking propensity of entrepreneurs, Aademy of Man-agement Journal, 23, 509�20. 18
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Table 1: Desriptive statistis of the key and ontrol variablesVariable N Mean SD M in Max Correlations1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Key variables1 Self-employed (dummy) 3002 0.028 0.165 0 12 Risk aversion (λ) 3002 75.05 21.49 1 100 -0.073 Generality 2782 0.089 0.035 .0252 .2121 0.09 0.074 Grade variane 2905 0.421 0.355 -1.4006 1 0.00 0.06 -0.075 Skill balane (SB) 2692 0.037 0.036 -.1379 .2121 0.04 0.06 0.85 0.34Controls6 Male (dummy) 3002 0.487 .500 0 1 0.03 -0.35 -0.02 -0.02 -0.017 Age (at graduation) 3002 25.6 1.4 22 29 0.07 -0.06 0.00 -0.05 -0.03 0.188 Mother's eduation 2981 3.029 1.077 1 5 0.02 -0.01 0.04 -0.03 0.03 -0.05 0.039 Father's eduation 2980 3.597 1.178 1 5 0.00 -0.03 0.04 -0.04 0.01 -0.01 0.08 0.5610 GPA_seondary 3002 7.129 0.637 5.3 9.6 -0.03 -0.12 -0.04 0.06 -0.01 0.15 -0.14 0.12 0.0911 GPA_tertiary 3002 7.278 0.518 6 10 -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.10 0.02 0.04 -0.17 0.08 0.03 0.46
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Table 2: Risk aversion and skill balane (SB)Variable Spei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation(I) (II) (III) (IV)Risk aversion (λ) 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001***(3.020) (3.130) (2.870) (3.310)Male 0.001 0.001(0.700) (0.420)Age (at graduation) -0.001 -0.001(1.600) (0.940)Mother's eduation 0.001 0.001(1.040) (0.940)Father's eduation 0.000 0.000-(0.050) (0.060)GPA_seondary -0.001 -0.001-(0.570) (0.580)GPA_tertiary 0.001 0.001(0.440) (0.530)Constant 0.029*** 0.047** 0.029*** 0.047(11.94) (2.51) (11.18) (1.63)N 2619 2596 2619 2596
R2 0.033 0.0055 0.0033 0.0055
F 9.14 2.27 8.25 2.14
Pr > F 0.0025 0.0268 0.0065 0.0619Control variables inluded no yes no yesRobust estimation yes yes no noClustered estimation (j =40 ) no no yes yesNote: J= 40 lusters. Absolute t-values are given in parentheses. The sample exludes self-employedentrepreneurs. They are based on robust estimates in spei�ations 1 and 2, and based on lusteredestimates in spei�ations 3 and 4. ***/**/* denotes signi�ane at the 1%/5%/10%-level.
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Table 3: Self-employed entrepreneurship, risk aversion and skill balane (SB)Spei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation(I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI)
SB 2.5818* 2.7175** 2.9830** 3.0573**(1.94) (2.08) (2.16) (2.29)Risk aversion (λ) -0.0073*** -0.0075*** -0.0064*** -0.0060***(3.29) (3.32) (3.20) (2.68)N 2692 2669 2692 2669 3002 2975

pseudo−R2 0.0058 0.0313 0.0230 0.0458 0.0129 23.93Wald χ2 3.78 27.00 13.00 38.99 9.91 0.0012

Pr > χ2 0.0520 0.0003 0.0015 0.0000 0.0016 0.0313Control variables inluded no yes no yes no yesRobust estimation no no no no yes yesClustered estimation (j =40 ) yes yes yes yes no noNote: J= 40 lusters. Absolute t-values are given in parentheses. The results for spei�ations I-IV are obtained by lusteredestimation methods where eah luster is an eduation degree �eld (with nj > 30 observations). The results are similar whenapplying robust estimation instead of lustered estimation. Spei�ations V-VI do not inlude variables that require lustering.***/**/* denotes signi�ane at the 1%/5%/10%-level. The ontrols inluded in spei�ations (II), (IV) and (VI) are the sameas in Table 2.
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Table 4: Testing the indiret e�et of risk aversion on self-employment
χ2-test Spei�ation Spei�ation(I) (II)Proposition 3b:
β2 > β2|β1 = 0

χ2 4.18** 3.96**
P -value 0.0410 0.0465N 2692 2669Corrolary:
β1 < β1|β2 = 0

χ2 5.55** 12.34***
P -value 0.0185 0.0004N 3002 2975Control variables inluded no yesClustered estimation (j =40 ) yes yesNote: ***/**/* denotes signi�ane at the 1%/5%/10%-level.
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Table A1: Key variables (mean) by degree �eldDegree Field (sample size) Generality Fration Risk aversion Degree Field (sample size) Generality Fration Risk aversionSelf-employed Self-employedDuth (40) 0.15 0.13 86.18 Applied Comp Sienes (48) 0.15 0.02 77.54English (37) 0.14 0.03 87.62 Applied Math/Psysis (73) 0.11 0.01 72.78Other languages (30) . 0.07 84.50 Eonomis (104) 0.07 0.02 59.72Philosophy, Theology (25) . 0.04 79.76 Management Studies (126) 0.06 0.01 71.55History (62) 0.08 0.06 80.63 Eonometris (67) 0.10 0.01 54.52Language and ulture, general (33) 0.21 0.12 88.52 Fisal Eonomis (24) . 0.00 58.96History of Art (28) . 0.11 80.00 Business Studies (80) 0.09 0.08 65.66Corporate Communiation (19) . 0.00 78.95 Duth Law (107) 0.06 0.01 74.56Film, Television, Theater (26) . 0.08 92.77 Notarial Law (48) 0.08 0.00 77.77Alpha Information Sienes (70) 0.10 0.03 71.41 Fisal Law (69) 0.07 0.01 71.30Chemistry (38) 0.11 0.00 81.63 Health Studies (103) 0.07 0.02 80.81Computer Siene (34) 0.15 0.03 73.79 Medial Siene (119) 0.03 0.00 77.54Biology (104) 0.07 0.05 80.63 Biomedial Siene (84) 0.07 0.00 81.81Pharmay (36) 0.14 0.06 69.44 Veterinary Siene (29) . 0.03 82.38Theor. math & physis (53) 0.11 0.00 62.87 Soiology (32) 0.19 0.09 76.72Gen. applied earth siene (37) 0.16 0.05 83.19 Psyhology (112) 0.06 0.00 82.44Bioproessing & Food Teh (80) 0.09 0.00 83.19 Politiology (36) 0.19 0.03 80.28Building Engineering & Arh (92) 0.07 0.07 76.27 Pedagogy (77) 0.10 0.00 80.16Mehanial Engineering (80) 0.08 0.00 65.86 Applied Eduation Studies (43) 0.14 0.02 86.12Eletrial Engineering (53) 0.11 0.02 68.49 Cultural Antropology (24) . 0.00 84.33Chemial Engineering (42) 0.10 0.00 79.57 Communiation Sienes (67) 0.10 0.01 77.24Civil Engineering (91) 0.07 0.03 65.13 Soial-ultural Mgmt Studies (88) 0.09 0.01 78.13Tehnology & Management (90) 0.08 0.01 62.19 Publi Management (93) 0.06 0.03 76.23Industrial Design (50) 0.12 0.22 70.60 Soial Geography (84) 0.08 0.01 73.37Aerospae Engineering (15) . 0.00 89.67 Average 0.09 0.03 75.05
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Table A2: IndustriesIndustry NPubli Setor 303Eduation 629Business Servie 728Finanial Servie 137Health Setor 475Manufaturing 264Retail and other 457
Table A3: Risk aversion and alternative measures of skill balaneSpei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation Spei�ation(I) (II) (III) (IV)Panel A GeneralityRisk aversion (λ) 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.0001 0.0001*(3.29) (3.39) (1.28) (1.68)N 2707 2682 2707 2682

R2 0.036 0.018 0.0036 0.0018
F 10.80 7.24 1.65 2.48
Pr > F 0.0010 0.0000 0.2064 0.0329Panel B Grade varianeRisk aversion (λ) 0.0007** 0.0008** 0.0007* 0.0008**(2.27) (2.35) (1.90) (2.49)N 2823 2798 2823 2798
R2 0.0018 0.0050 0.0018 0.0050
F 5.15 1.94 3.59 2.48
Pr > F 0.0234 0.0595 0.0641 0.0297Control variables inluded no yes no yesRobust estimation yes yes no noClustered estimation (j =40 ) no no yes yesNote: J = 40 lusters. Absolute t-values are given in parentheses. The sample exludes self-employed entrepreneurs. They are based on robust estimates in spei�ations 1 and 2, and basedon lustered estimates in spei�ations 3 and 4. ***/**/* denotes signi�ane at the 1%/5%/10%-level. 26



Table A4: Self-employed entrepreneurship, risk aversion and skill balane (alternative measures)Measure of Skill Balane Generality Grade varianeSpe Spe Spe Spe Spe Spe Spe Spe(I) (II) (III) (IV) (I) (II) (III) (IV)Skill Balane 5.640*** 5.924*** 6.389*** 6.440*** -0.077 -0.096 -0.060 -0.080(3.91) (4.18) (4.09) (4.29) (0.58) (0.71) (0.49) (0.59)Risk aversion (λ) -0.0083*** -0.0083*** -0.0063*** -0.0059***(4.36) (3.93) 2.96) (2.61)N 2782 2757 2782 2757 2905 2880 2905 2880

pseudo−R2 0.0293 0.0571 0.0509 0.0744 0.0005 0.0223 0.0130 0.0313Wald χ2 15.30 52.17 29.29 61.80 0.34 16.64 9.87 23.29

Pr > χ2 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5604 0.0199 0.0072 0.0030Control variables inluded no yes no yes no yes no yesRobust estimation no no no no yes yes yes yesClustered estimation (j =40 ) yes yes yes yes no no no noNote: J = 40 lusters. Absolute t-values are given in parentheses. The results for spei�ations I-IV are obtained by lustered estimationmethods where eah luster is an eduation degree �eld (with nj > 30 observations) when using BS_tertiary as the measure of skillbalane. Robust estimates are shown when using BS_seondary as the measure of skill balane. The results are similar when applyingrobust (lustered) estimation instead of lustered (robust) estimation. ***/**/* denotes signi�ane at the 1%/5%/10%-level. The ontrolsinluded in spei�ations (II) and (IV) are the same as in Table 2.
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